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A PIVOTING SCHEME FOR THE INTERVAL GAUSSSEIDEL METHOD:

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Chen-Yi Hu and R. Baker Kearfott

Department of Mathematics. University of Southwestern Louisiana

US L. Box +1010, Lafayette. LA 70504

Abstract. Interval Newton methods in conjunction with generalized bisection form the basis of algorithms
which nd all real roots within a specied box X i R” of a system of nonlinear equations FlX) : 0 with

mathematical certainty. even in inite precision arithmetic. The practicality and efciency ofsuch methods

is. in general. dependent upon preconditioning a certain interval linear system of equations. Here, we

present the results of numerical experiments for such a pivoting preconditioner we are developing.

1. INTRODUCTION AND ALGORITHMS

The general problem we address is:

Find with certainty, approximations
to all solutions of the nonlinear sys-

tem

Fix; :

(V 1) , .

1-1. fnt11,zg,,...zn>):0.
where bounds L and f,

are known such that

LELEiforlftgn.

We write X :" 7.12.. .rnl. and we denote the box given
by the inequalities on the variables II by B.

A successful approach to this problem is generalized
bisection in conjunction with interval Newton methods. as

described To 4’. or numerous other works. For an intro-

duction to the interval arithmetic underlying these methods.
see the recent review etc. Also. the book _ll: will

contain an overview of interval methods for linear and non—

linear systems of equations,
In these methods. we rst transform FlX‘) : 0 to the

linear interval system
'

lie) F'iiniit — Xk) : Jim,\

where F’IXt}. is a suitable i[such as an elementwise) interval

extension of the Jacobian matrix over the box Xk (with
X0 : B), and where Xk 6 represents a predictor or

initial guess point. (Consult {12},etc. for

information on interval extensions.) If we formally solve

(1.2) using interval arithmetic, the resulting box Xi, which

actually just satises

(12(5)) r’ixkxfct — Xk) 3 Jam,

will contain all solutions to all systems

AlX * Xkl : ‘FiXkl,

for A E F’(Xk). lso. for suitable interval extensions

F’iXk), the mean value theorem implies that Xk will contain

all solutions to F(X) = 0. We then define the next iterate

xk+1 by

ill-3) Xk+12xerk

This scheme is termed an interval Newton method.

If the coordinate intervals of Kits} are not smaller than

those of Xk, then we may bisect one of these intervals to

form two new boxes; we then continue the iteration with one

of these boxes. and put the other one on a stack for later

consideration. The following fact {from allows such

a composite generalized bisection algorithm to compute all

solutions to (l I) with mathematical certainty. For many

methods of solving (l2),
-

if : Xk, then the system of equa-

tions in has a unique solution in

“N Xk Conversely. if
“

Xk : “l then

there are no solutions of the system

in i1 in Xk.

We give complete details of the overall generalized bi-

section algorithm in Here‘ we are interested in the fact

that the eiciency of generalized bisection depends on the

find the solution bou (is to l IQ‘},
In ‘2‘. derived a p ing scheme for the interval

Gauss-Sade! method for computing We review t..at

scheme and report computational results here. For proofs
and additional details, see

We use the following notation. We write

X : than...“an

for Xi and we let AL] be the interval in the Mir row and

]]] ]column of A : F’fX}. We denote the com; ments

of F as boldface intervals, since they must be evaluated in

interval arithmetic with directed roundings, so that we have
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F(iYk) = F I (f13f2,...,fn), and (Y1::(2‘1,12,..i,3n>v In
this notation, (1.2) becomes

its) A(i’k — xi) : —r.

We generally precondition (lbl by a scalar (ie non»

interval) matrix Y to obtain

(is) “(in — xi) 2 in".

Let Y, : (y1,y3,...‘yn) denote the i-th row of the precon»
ditioner» let

k, : RF.

and let

YiA I G: I (GLl‘GLZ‘. - -

= (Ismail exists) - r v

: swim“!-
lhen the preconditioned interval Gauss-Sezdel algorithm is

ALGORITHM l. {Preconditioned version of interval Gauss
Seidel} Do the following tort : l to n.

1. {Update a coordinatei
{5) Compute 3'1.

(b) Compute k and G1.
(c) Compute

using interval arithmetic.
2. {The new box is empty.) If)?1 “x1 : 0, then signal that

there is no root ofF in‘X. and continue the generalized
bisection algorithm.

3. (The new box is nonvempty; prepare for the next coor-

dinate.i

{at Replace x1 by xz
“

x,.

{b/ Possibly reevaluate PO“) to replace A by an

interval matrix whose corresponding widths are

smaller.

We will denote the width of the interval xI : IQ],it: by
nix!) : f, —

L. Similarly, we will denote the lower bound
for the box

I,’ —— :' —

r — ‘X : {lili‘rl tl§27$2iv~ii§yxvznihl

by X l: (g1,gz,...,gn) and the upper bound {or the box

by X T: (51,52,. ,5"). We will speak of the diameter of
the box X as HX T ‘X ‘11?

The following theorem shows us that preconditioning
does not affect the reliability of the overall generalized bi»
section scheme.

THEOREM 2. Let X“ : (xxz'u .,x;) denote the new

(possibly altered and possibly empty} box which Algorithm
1 returns, and refer to the X entering Algorithm 1 as simply
X : (x1,x2, . ..,xn). Then any roots ofF in X must also
be in the new X“.

See for a proof of Theorem ’2.
The pivoting preconditioner is based on the following

characterization.

THEOREM 3. In (1.7), if k, g £212; Gwli ~ x1» and
, i

0 g G”, then

11

.

(.- - x

./ ,1~w(xt) : 2 may g” . gt] iatxJ/t

71

-

.\;u.'iGz_J3u'{xV;l
C?

where

‘
_

A] a

where

0 f 1
l i t / Ll g“;

‘

<191,Ji\ £1] 1..,\;
0] :

and 0 E Gx.] : 91‘J7§IJV
1 otherwise,

and where
A

_ y _ _

'1 {x1
x] ifjgi,

x]
z

x] if j>i.

The idea in and here is to develop preconditioners
which7 though not necessarily giving a minimal win), re-

quire no numerical linear algebra and ‘onlyOlnz) arithmetic

operations, and are potentially effective on many problems.-
See and for rationale and details \Ve review the re«

sulting preconditioner here

Noting that terms in the sums in Theorem 3 {or which

l : O are irrelevant, we maketut’xl

DEFINITION 4,

NC“ 2 {J g {Liz-W1? 171’ 1, -..n} u'lxil 7‘40},
Also, because of considerations explained in our

preconditioner algorithm makes use of

DEFZNITION 5. Km. : {j :’ {1,27....n}:0 6 AM}.
Our pivoting preconditioner is based on selecting a row

of the interval Jacobian matrix A to use as the precondi-
tioned row G1: Be. on selecting l} to be a unit vector. It is

optimal in the sense of

DEFXITION 3.5 We say that l; is pivoting rst optimal if
i; yields a G1 which m5! mizes u‘t'xzy where i, is as in (1., ,i.

subject to the condition that i; be a unit vector.

We use the to lowing lemma to determine which column
mdices m give pivoting rst optimal pretrinditioner,

LEMMA 6. Suppose there exists a pivoting rst optimalpre-
conditioner row )1 : 5;, Suppose {urth t that. as in The—
orem 3, lx', E — :1: A v

1]} and 0 a An”, where
vz,

.l< : is the m-th corn orient oi-the function value Flel m p
\ ,

mj‘xj

Then

where

wh ere

and v.

Pv—4

ALGo

i-th 

1 (
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Then

r

111(k) 2'

where

mun—g iii—rut .. , 1.

A. _ WW)
11 mix]; ;é 0

J
_

I

0 otherwise,
where

‘0 it ‘a ll A215<’—"1-.7*
’

J

a :
c

7- 7J and 0 : :XmJ —‘gm'1iam]1
1 otherwise,

and Where
_ M

_

1

{
x] x, it ] g. ‘L

x] :

x] if ] > 1.

Lemma 6 follows from Theorem 3; see and leads to

ALGORITHM 7. {Determination ofthe column index for the
i-th rst optimal pivoting preconditioner row]

1. Check [or] : l,2.....t — l,t— l,....n to nd
'\bol~

2. Check the t-th column ofthe interval Jacobian matrix
A to determine ,Vmw,

3. Pick me E ,Vmw which minimizes unfit) in Lemma 3.8
over all m E .Vmw.

~11. Choose 3', : 63; in Step lz'a} otilgorithm 1.2: where

e; is that unit row vector with l in the mirth coordi-
nate and O in the other ccrtvrdzrtates.

2. ALTERNATE ALGORITHMS AND COST

The pivoting preconditioner may not result in an opti-
mally small with i“ x‘} in Algorithm 1; see However, it
can sometimes result in reduction of mix.) with less arith-
metic operations than other preconditioners. Here, we com-

pare the number of arithmetic operations to complete Al-

gorithm 1, when various different procedures are used to

compute i}. in particular‘ we will compare the following
schemes:

1 .,‘) the pivoting preconditioner {Algorithm 1]);
‘2) the minimum width linear programming precondition-

er;

3) the inverse midpoint preconditioner:
4) solving for each variable in each equation

The linear programming preconditioaer is e. alained in
it gives a minzmal wlk“. for each 2. but is expensive

to obtain. We are unsure of the exact operations count.

but on two variable dimension test problems. the total work
for the generalized bisection method and possibly also for

Algorithm 12} seems to increase like 0.9713}

The inverse midpoint preconditioner is commonly used
in Algorithm 1. In it, we take Y} to be the mix row of the
inverse of the n by n non-interval matrix formed by taking
the midpoint of each entry of the n by n interval matrix

F'(Xk). This preconditioner has some nice properties, but
is not always appropriate, as explained in

We use the following modication ofthe interval Gauss—
Seidel algorithm when we solve for each coordinate.

ALGORITHM 8. (Solve for each variable in each equation.)
Let A : F’lX). Do the following [or for m : l to n and
fort : 1 to n.

1. Compute

1
n

>

i.i’, :2,- fmf Z Amy](xjar]) A,“

L .354 i

using interval arithmetic.

2 [firz "

x, 2 0. then signal that there is no root ofF in

X, and continue the generalized bisection algorithm.
3. {Prepare for the next coordinate.)

(a) Replace xi by xi
”‘

:21.
(b) Possibly re-evaluaze F’(Xk) to replace A by an

interval matrix whose corresponding widths are

smaller.

In our operations counts here, we assume a dense in-
terval Jacobian matrix.

We give summary of the arithmetic complexity of the
above algorithms, in terms of both non-interval and interval

operations, in Table l. Precise values appear in and
are derived in Values for sparse Jacobian matrices also

appear in those two places. We emphasize that the values
in Table 1 represent the order of operations to complete an

entire 72 steps of Algorithm 1.

Table l

Type Pivoting Each inverse

of op. variable midpoint

interval x Oian Olnz) Or'ngi
interval + Ofn) Gina) Olav
interval ’ Olin?) Oan O. n“

isual < Orin?) O O n3
usual — Oingi 0 0 V1:‘
usual ~ Olngi OM71}, Up”

An a'lzernazive to the above three '.

apply no preconditioner at all. i.e. to a:

In that case. there are no scalar aritnmemc v

‘

_

the numbers of interval arithmetic x.»pera:iwns are “:e
“

as for the pivoting preconditzoner,

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESL'LTS

ln this section. we report results of some pregnurar'.‘
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experiments on the three preconditioners mentioned in Sec-
tion 2 and on the interval Gaus's-Seidel method with no pre-
conditioner at all tie. with 1’ equal to the identity matrix).
The computation involves repeated execution of Algorithm
1 for each box X produced from the initial box via bisec-
tion. until either one of the possibilities in :11: happens or

else until the maximum width u‘lx.) is smaller than a xed
tolerance {10‘5 here) See and for details of the
overall algorithm and of the way the interval Gauss-Seidel
method is combined with generalized bisection.

Here. we examine a variable dimension test problem.
which can be solved with no preconm all. This al»
lows us to measure the overhead costs of the preconditioner
schemes in a relatively simple way. A more thorough anal-

jv'sis of the types of problems for which the pivoting precon-
ditioner is appropriate appears in

-V.

We report total virtual CPU times on an IBM 3090.
with a code similar to that in in Table 2 We report the
total number of boxes considered in Table .3 and the totai

number of interval Jacobian evaluations in Table 4; these
are measures of the effectiveness of a preconditioner which
are independent of the cost to obtain the preconditioner.
(For this test problem. no preconditioner and the pivoting
preconditioner seem to give the same row indices In each

case. the rst column gives the order of the problem
The algorithm was unable to nish in eleven CPU hours

for the entries in the table marked with asterisks.

Table ‘2 - CPI: times

n Pivoting Each inverse none

variable midpoint

5 0.61 050 1.13 040

10 4.79 «351 121.74, 1.75

15 21.39 21.73 - 6-16

20 48.45 69 80 x 17.79

25 91.33 144.63 e 34.84

30 14:9 16 (264 3D - 61.21

35 22547 324112 t 9847

~10 3'30 31 680 28 - 1-18.63

Table 3 ~ Number of boxes

71 Pivoting Each inverse none

variable midpmnt

5 ~15 47 56 4.3

71 73 589 67

15 113 103 x 97

20 1-11 139 x 133

-5 171 169 e 163

30 201 199 x 193

35 231 229 x 323

40 261 259 X 253

Table 4 — Number Jacobian matrix evaluations

n Pivoting Each inverse none

variable midpoint

5 52 5? 29 56

1O 82 82 294. 86

15 1‘26 116 x 1‘20

’20 1.54 154 x 158

‘25 184 184 x 188

30 214 W 1 218

35 2-14 24—1 x 248

40 274 371 x 278
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